Gun Violence
& the Police
Gun violence is a uniquely American epidemic, and gun violence by police is,
too. Every year, police in America shoot and kill more than 1,000 people.1 The
combination of systemic racism, white supremacy, America’s gun culture, and
the militarization of police is toxic—and Black people in particular are paying
with their lives.

95%
95 percent of deaths of
civilians caused by police
are with a firearm.
Black people are nearly
three times as likely
to be shot and killed by
police than white people.

In addition to the loss of life and the pain to family members and survivors,
police shootings have a uniquely corrosive impact on the nation: patterns
of police violence dramatically reduce public confidence in police and lead
community members to see them as part of the problem.2 The fear sown by
these shootings makes neighborhoods less safe since law enforcement cannot
do its part in preventing violent crime without the assistance of the community.
As we have long heard from communities of color, police violence is gun violence.
Indeed, 95 percent of deaths of civilians caused by police are with a firearm, and
Black people are the victims at a disproportionate rate: they are nearly three
times as likely to be shot and killed by police than white people.3 To curb this gun
violence and the disproportionate impact it has on Black and brown communities,
it is essential that every law enforcement officer in America works for an agency
with evidence-based policies—strong guardrails on when police may use force
against civilians, ensuring police are held accountable when force is used, and
prioritizing de-escalation, dignity, and respect. Any policing strategy must include
at least these life-saving reforms:

❶ A strong legal standard barring unnecessary police use of force
and requiring officers to intervene and stop abuse.

Law enforcement must be barred from using deadly force except when absolutely
necessary to prevent death or serious bodily harm, and only after exhausting
other means. Lesser forms of force should be prohibited except when necessary
to make an arrest.4 Every officer must be required to intervene when other
officers use excessive force. Officers should generally be barred from shooting
without proper officer identification, firing at moving vehicles, using warning
shots, and using chokeholds and other neck restraints. Research suggests
that implementing specific use-of-force policies can save lives. One 2016
study of 91 large police departments found adoption of use-of-force reform
policies—exhaustion of other means prior to shooting, bans on chokeholds
and strangleholds, use-of-force continuum, de-escalation, duty to intervene,
restrictions on shootings at moving vehicles, and warning before shooting—
was associated with fewer people killed by police.5
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❷ A commitment to de-escalation and building community
relationships through procedural justice.

The best use-of-force policy reforms are those that reduce the perceived need to
use force in the first place. When police engage in regular, meaningful community
outreach and value efforts that support community trust, they become—in the
words of the 21st Century Policing Task Force—“guardians” of the community and
not “warriors” patrolling it. Specific instruction that assists in this transformation
of mindset and practice includes de-escalation and procedural justice trainings. For
example, a one-day procedural justice training in the Chicago Police Department
reduced misconduct complaints by 10 percent and use of force by 6 percent over
the following two years.6 Another study of mental health de-escalation training
implemented in six jurisdictions found that it had significant impacts on the degree
of force used by police as well.7 Agencies should limit confrontations that can
lead to excessive force, expanding alternative dispatch tools that include non-law
enforcement personnel best positioned to help people in crisis connect with the
social services they need.8

❸ Deploy formal tools to identify officers who pose a risk
of serious misconduct.

Departments should be required to use early intervention systems, which
identify problematic officer behavior before it escalates into serious misconduct.
A commitment to addressing early warning signs demonstrates a proactive
approach that can help officers change (with counseling, retraining, reassignment,
or intensive supervision) and keep faith with the community. Early identification
systems, which have been supported by leading police research organizations,9
have been credited with declines in reported uses of force and police complaints.10
On the state level, officials should consider setting minimum conduct standards
with revocable officer licensing and engaging in regular review of agencies with
abusive records.

❹ A thorough and independent system for reviewing shootings
and other use-of-force incidents.

Police misconduct must be subject to a clear and consistent scale for discipline.
The civilian complaint process must be user-friendly, and shootings and use-offorce complaints should be reviewed by internal police units that complete their
work quickly and are transparent with the public about their findings.11 Misconduct
should also be subject to review by external civilian boards with independent
authority to investigate complaints and make findings, ideally empowered to
issue subpoenas and make binding recommendations.12
Potentially criminal use of force also requires thorough, independent investigation
and prosecution. Too often, local district attorneys have a real or perceived conflict
of interest when deciding whether or how to charge police officers with crimes.
Indeed, in 99 percent of fatal police shootings since 2013, the officer has not
been charged with a crime.13 As an alternative, accountability requires the regular
appointment of independent prosecutors, including in cases when a civilian is
shot or there is a legacy of misconduct by local officials.
Finally, police officers who use excessive force should not be shielded from
civil liability by “qualified immunity,” a judicial doctrine that makes it nearly
impossible for civilians who are hurt or killed to obtain monetary damages
after a constitutional violation has occurred.
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❺ Transparency about use of force, policies, and procedures.
The existing data on police use of force are entirely insufficient, making it difficult
for researchers to analyze excessive force and for policymakers to effectively
evaluate the need for change.14 Agencies should be required to publish regular
reports about officer use-of-force and misconduct investigations,15 including
victim race, and should not be permitted to shield disciplinary records from public
disclosure. Law enforcement groups like the Major Cities Chiefs Association
and PERF (Police Executive Research Forum) have encouraged departments to
record their data and submit it to the FBI,16 whose director called the lack of data
“embarrassing and ridiculous.”17 Officers should be required to report shootings
and other use-of-force incidents thoroughly and immediately, and agencies should
report comprehensive use-of-force data publicly and to the national FBI data
collection program. And to improve transparency into the circumstances leading
to the use of force, reduce use-of-force incidents, and lower civilian complaints,
officers in the field must be required to use activated body-worn and vehiclemounted cameras.18
Conclusion
Solving the problem of police violence and its destructive impact on Black
communities will take more than reforms aimed at reducing police shootings
and holding officers accountable. It will also require the country to confront
its history of racism and white supremacy and examine both the appropriate
role of police in public safety and the scourge of gun violence in America. But
the solutions outlined above would be meaningful steps that officials at every
level of government and law enforcement can take. Police departments must
work to reform both their policies and the mindset among their officers. Mayors
and city councils must act where local agencies refuse to change. Governors
and state legislatures should set statewide standards that restrict excessive
force in all jurisdictions. The US Department of Justice must restart “pattern
or practice” investigations of departments with an abusive history, which
have led to critical reforms and 35 percent declines in officer shootings.19
And Congress should write laws with a national impact, directly funding state
and local interventions and withholding money from actors that do not implement
minimum standards for policing and life-saving reforms.
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